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• Very clean (<10-17 g/g U/Th)

• Self-shielding against external backgrounds

• Assayable component-by-component

• Re-configurable

• Inexpensive

• Highly scalable

Advantages of Loaded Liquid Scintillator

Disadvantages

• Reduced energy resolution compared to other approaches

Backgrounds from 8B and 2νββ “spillover” are 
significant  for higher loadings and larger volumes 



Isotope



130Te: to be used by SNO+

expensive, and 
there are better 
ways to use this!

124Sn: not as good as Te or Xe, but should re-visit if inexpensive enrichment becomes possible

136Xe: demonstrated by KamLAND-Zen



Enriched Xe gas directly dissolves in scintillator at ~3% level

Very clean - not expected to carry any significant contaminants!

Little impact on fluorescence yield



March 2022 (arXiv 2203.02139) 

Best half-life bound so far: T1/2 > 2.1x1026 yrs

Fighting off 
2νββ spillover

Improve light 
yield and PMT 

coverage

(K2-Z)

Externals from bag 
are tricky in this scale

Careful consideration 
of detector design to 

reduce impact of 
fiducial cuts

8B low here, but will 
become significant 
for larger volumes

Look for ways to 
suppress to sub-

dominant background

Currently dominated by 
spallation backgrounds

Go deep and find 
a discriminant!

(will likely limit future K-Z sensitivity)



• Expensive

• Requires enrichment from 8.9% 

• Relatively rare (total worldwide production 

~50 tonnes = ~4.4 tonnes of isotope per yr) 

Issues with 136Xe

At the multi-tonne scale, other approaches with better energy 
resolution (e.g. nEXO or maybe NEXT) might be more suitable

Hard to imagine anything more than ~5 tonnes (can’t get to NH) 



The 
Point of 

Tellurium

The basic target numbers for a Te-loaded NH experiment are: 

~10% natTe loading in ~10kT fid volume with ~1000 hits/MeV


 (PRD 87, 071301(R), 2013)

Looks like one of the very few possible contenders for a future NH 
experiment, and one with a potentially broad physics programme

current loading tech is ~$1-2M/tonne

Te relatively abundant & inexpensive (~$50/kg) 
130Te fraction = 34.5%

no enrichment necessary!



Backgrounds



Internal Radioactivity (U/Th)  from Scintillator
Scales with detector mass. Mainly 214Bi with some from 212Bi and 208Tl. The vast 
majority can be identified by associated alpha (Bi-Po), but some inefficiency. 
Subdominant at higher loading levels and already handled well by scintillator 
purification and background rejection techniques. Solved

8B Solar Neutrinos
Scales with detector mass. One of the main backgrounds, becoming less dominant for 
higher loading levels. Modest directional discrimination (e.g. Cherenkov) would make 
this subdominant. Potentially solvable

Internal Radioactivity (U/Th)  Associated with Isotope Deployment
Scales with isotope mass. Less of an issue for Xe, which is transported as a gas. For 
Te, improve purification and background rejection techniques as isotope mass 
increases. Existing purification techniques may already be good enough, otherwise 
target process improvements. Solved/Solvable

Cosmogenic/Spallation Backgrounds
For 130Te and 136Xe, particularly isotopes such as 60Co, 22Na,110mAg, which have long 
half-lives. Purify to target these elements, go deep to prevent further activation, employ 
PSD techniques to identify any lingering contamination. Subdominant. Largely solved

External Backgrounds from Detector/Cavity Radioactivity
Particularly from 208Tl, which can produce an un-tagged 2.6 MeV gamma. Self-shielding 
and fiducial volume cuts - minimise material near active volume. Solved

ABSOLUTELY MUST KEEP THE LIGHT!!

2νββ Spill-over
Fundamental (no way to discriminate) and dominant at higher loading. Strong function 
of energy resolution… goes as the power of ~5.5 ! (A 22% reduction in light doubles this background!)



Internal Radioactivity (U/Th)  
Associated with Isotope Deployment



Telluric Acid Purification via Induced Recrystallisation

Dissolve TeA in UPW, filter to remove 
insoluble contaminants


Induce recrystallisation with acid, 
rinse to remove soluble contaminants


Final stage thermal recrystallisation, 
cold water rinse to remove acid

Single Pass Reduction Factors

S. Hans et al, Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A, Volume 795, p. 132-139



Telluric Acid Purification
Require > factor of 1000 

reduction in contaminants

• TeA dissolved in UPW

• 2 nitric acid-induced 

recrystallisations (pur 
factor >100 per pass) 


• Thermal recrystallisation 
to remove nitric 


• Redissolve in UPW

Ultimately limited by nitric 
and UPW wash



Cosmogenic/Spallation Backgrounds



Compton length for 1 MeV 
γ in LAB ~20cm, vs vertex 

resolution of ~10cm

(Dunger and Biller, NIM, 943, 162420, 1 November 2019, arXiv:1904.00440)

In situ calibration of technique
multi-site events:
• α-tagged 214Bi & 208Tl decays

• external γ’s (dominant at higher radius)

single-site events:
• 2νββ events (dominant at lower energy)

• 8B solar ν (dominant at higher energies)

can also use deployed sources

Δ log L

0νββ

use time residuals 
from vertex fit to form 
PDFs for a likelihood 
discriminant

Can identify signal as distinct from cosmogenic background -> discovery experiment!

Multi-site event discrimination in large liquid scintillation detectors

Faster PMTs & LS mixtures can 
improve this separation further



without multi-site parameter with multi-site parameter



8B Solar Neutrino Background



Cherenkov Separation in Liquid Scintillator 
for Directional Rejection of 8B at 2.5 MeV

Simulations of large-scale detector performance are disappointing, largely due to covariances in 
vertex reconstruction and dispersion, even for ideal detectors. Plus potentially expensive.

Weak scintillators also have notably reduced light output… must keep the light!

3) Spectral separation using dichroic concentrators

Kaptanoglu, Luo, Land, Bacon & Klein, PRD 101 (2020)

Detect Cherenkov 
above ~450nm with 
red-sensitive PMT

Detect scint below 
~450nm passing to   
blue-sensitive PMT

• Limited spectral range at high end for Cherenkov

• Red-sensitive PMTs expensive, noisy with modest efficiency

• Front PMT blocks light to back PMT… must keep the light!

2) Time separation aided by weak scintillators to increase the fluorescence timescale
M. Li et al., NIM A 830, 303 (2016),

1) Time separation in standard scintillator using very fast photodetectors (e.g. LAPPDs)
C. Aberle et al., JINST 9, P06012 (2014)



4) Slow-fluor scintillator formulations
Efficient separation, wide spectral coverage for Cherenkov, full PMT coverage for all light, 
easy to implement. Some compromise in vertex resolution, but impact on multi-site partly 
compensated by discrimination based on Cherenkov light 

Must keep the light!

High QY and has good 
enough solubility to non-
radiatively couple with 
PPO, less quenching 
than slower fluors.

Overall quenching from 
loading wil l enhance 
Cherenkov separation

Biller, Leming & Paton, NIM A 972 (2020)



Te Loading



Te Loading in Liquid Scintillator for 0νββ

heat and/or amine

Dimethyldodecylamine (DDA) used 
as a solubilising/stabilisation agent

pure heated solubilisation pure DDA solubilisation miscible 
with LAB

(paper in progress)



No “crashes” have ever been observed with the current loading technique, with 
loading stability in excess of 6 years demonstrated, yielding a conservative 
extrapolation of > 12 years in the detector (Arrhenius temperature scaling)

Loading Stability

>6.7

>5.6
>5.2

Conservative

Yellowing can occur if unpurified/old LAB and DDA are used that contain high 
levels of free radicals (can be tracked with various tests), but samples made with 
appropriately purified reagents are optically stable in excess of several years at 
least, conservatively extrapolated to > 6 years in the detector:

Optical Stability



TeBD Synthesis Plant

Mixture of TeA in water 
and distilled butanediol 
is heated while water is 
flash-evaporated in the 
synthesis tank

Transferred to mixing 
tank near solubility point 
to combine with LAB 
and 0.25mol DDA to 
complete solubilisation
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~λ4

particularly TeA



The solvent diisopropylnaphthalene (DIN) shows greater light 
yield and less fluorescence quenching when loaded than LAB



The solvent diisopropylnaphthalene (DIN) shows greater light 
yield and less fluorescence quenching when loaded than LAB

DINLAB
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Detector 
Construction





35m

• Complex

• Expensive

• Hard to construct

• Hard to keep clean

• High bkds near edges

• Inner ballon tricky



New Design Concept for Large Scale LS Detectors: 
Stratified Liquid Plane Scintillator (SLiPS)

Morton-Blake and Biller, Physical Review D, 105(7) (2022)
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New Design Concept for Large Scale LS Detectors: 
Stratified Liquid Plane Scintillator (SLiPS)

Morton-Blake and Biller, Physical Review D, 105(7) (2022)
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Hit density gives 
good resolution 

in X-Y  plane

Wavefront timing give good resolution in X plane Energy response uniform to ±4%





Double-Sided SLiPS

propylene glycol

ethylene glycol

DPE-based LS

(ρ=1.07) under 
UV illumination

10% Te-loaded DIN: ρ~1.1
Buffer liquids need to not 
react and interfere with Te 
loading at the interfaces!

Employing silicone and 
fluorinated synthetic oils 
looks promising… but 
potentially expensive



Alternative “Semi-SLiPS”



A compressed SLiPS configuration can yield better 
notably light output than a spherical detector for 
scintillators with short attenuation and scatter lengths



Sensitivity 
Projections











400 x (30/12) x (85/45) x (35/70) x (0.55)
SNO+ upgrade to 

HQE PMTs
improved  
coverage

scintillator 
light yield

Λabs=10m 
double-SLiPS





400 x (30/12) x (85/45) x (35/70) x (0.8)
SNO+ upgrade to 

HQE PMTs
improved  
coverage

scintillator 
light yield

Λabs=40m 
(sphere or SLiPS)



“ultimate” 10yr sensitivities



“ultimate” 10yr sensitivities

~$250M would get to 
~2-3x1028 yrs, but 
will want better

Further improvements to loading 
methods could potentially do better

Loading cost ~$500M
Infrastructure ~$500M




